Converting
and Exporting
for Android
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Screen Size
The standard Android screen size is 360 x 640 which is considerably shorter
than the iPhone’s. In many instances the viewable area will be too short for
all the content to show at once without the user needing to scroll. In those
instances a fade may need to be added. Most elements from iOS are too wide for
Android and need to have their width made smaller.
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Line-items
On Android, cells that contain information place the name of the content
underneath the title of the cell. This differs from iOS where the standard
placement of information is on the same line, next to the chevron.
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Snackbars
Snackbars on Android slide up from the bottom of the screen whereas on
iOS they come down from the top of the screen.
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Toggles
The toggle elements leverage the native UI of Android like iOS leverages
their native UI.
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Dialogue Boxes
Android dialogue boxes, like in iOS, are native elements where their layout is
determined by the operating system. Header, description, and button
position don’t change.
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Keyboards
Keyboards on Android are different than iOS and also have a different layout.
It’s important to consider which keyboard is needed on the screen at that
time. For example, filling out a phone number would require the dial pad,
not the regular keyboard.
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Native Elements
All of the previous things mentioned are native elements on Android and are
different than iOS. Another consideration is the status bar and that Android,
depending on device, has a back button overlaid on the screen at all times.
These elements aren’t designed by us but are important to know are
different than iOS. When converting designs between OSes, it’s important to
keep track of elements and make sure they make it into the conversion. For
help with this, Material Design is a useful resource for up-to-date elements
and rules.
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Naming Conventions
On Android, images need to be named and organized differently than iOS.
Make a different folder for the 5 different densities we export: mdpi, hdpi, xhdpi, xxhdpi,
xxxhdpi. Sketch does this automatically if you use the “export for Android” drop down
while exporting. Place different versions of add_icon.png with named as “add_icon.png”
in all density folders.

Rules to adhere while naming Android Assets
• Valid character set for naming resources is [a-z, _, 0–9] i.e. All small-case characters,
numbers, and underscore.
Android e.g. img_background_hdpi.png
iOS e.g. Img-Background@2x.png
• First letter of your asset name can be either _ or a small-case character, it cannot be a
number.
• Do not use capitals letters not even in extensions like .PNG or .JPG.
• Use _ as separator wherever you want to differentiate two words because - (hyphen)
and space are not allowed.
• Asset names should be unique across the screens for an app. If you have two add
buttons with different dimensions then you cannot name both as add_icon.png, you
may create two different icons like add_icon_small.png and add_icon_big.png with all
their density variants.
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Icons
On Android exporting icons that are vector is used with SVGs opposed
to PDF which is used for iOS. Since it’s vector we don’t specify the size
when exporting.
Android doesn’t support masks, clippings, or gradients in SVGs.
Outline text and strokes to optimize scaling.

Icons (like the down circle and down arrow) are
SVGs that will be exported as their size on the
screen. Since they are vector they don’t need
different sizes set by designers.

Although this illustration is vector,
because there are complex clippings,
masks, and gradients it needs to be
exported as a PNG.
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Images
JPEG
JPEG file types are for are images containing gradients, multiple masks,
and clippings. If they have a vibrant colour palette then it should be a JPEG
not a PNG. For JPEG file types there needs to be 5 sizes:

Exporting from Sketch
1x

mdpi

JPEG

1.5x

hdpi

JPEG

2x

xhdpi

JPEG

3x

xxhdpi

JPEG

4x

xxxhdpi

JPEG

These will need a separate
tablet asset set for Zeplin that
is 125-150% larger.
High saturation image that has many
colours and detail as well as not being
transparent.
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Images
PNG
If an image needs to have transparency then it needs to be a PNG. If it’s not
transparent and has low saturation it can also be a PNG not a JPEG. For
PNG file types there needs to be 5 sizes:

Exporting from Sketch
1x

mdpi

PNG

1.5x

hdpi

PNG

2x

xhdpi

PNG

3x

xxhdpi

PNG

4x

xxxhdpi

PNG

These will need a separate
tablet asset set for Zeplin that
is 125-150% larger.
The image has a transparency (this
condition is the most important and
cannot be accomplished by a JPEG).
Low saturation image that does not
have very many colours.
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Tablets
Because tablets have larger screens we have to resize images to fit in their
view ports. Resize images to 125-150% of their phone size. On top of resizing
images we need to also export the images with 5 different sizes.

Exporting from Sketch
1x

mdpi

PNG / JPEG

1.5x

hdpi

PNG / JPEG

2x

xhdpi

PNG / JPEG

3x

xxhdpi

PNG / JPEG

4x

xxxhdpi

PNG / JPEG

We want to use WebP since they are smaller and same quality. As a general
rule we also want to compress images before using them. This makes the
overall app smaller without loss of quality.
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WebP vs. JPEG & PNG
WebP is a newer image format supported from Android 4.2.1 (API level
17). This format provides superior lossless and lossy compression for
images on the web. Using WebP, developers can create smaller, richer
images. WebP lossless image files are, on average, 26% smaller than
PNGs. These image files also support transparency (also known as
alpha channel) at a cost of just 22% more bytes.
WebP lossy images are 25-34% smaller than comparable JPG images at
equivalent SSIM quality indices. For cases when lossy RGB
compression is acceptable, lossy WebP also supports transparency,
typically producing file sizes 3 times smaller than PNG.
For more information about WebP, visit the WebP site.
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